Absorption of reliable spectral characteristics in auditory perception.
Several experiments are described in which synthetic monophthongs from series varying between /i/ and /u/ are presented following filtered precursors. In addition to F(2), target stimuli vary in spectral tilt by applying a filter that either raises or lowers the amplitudes of higher formants. Previous studies have shown that both of these spectral properties contribute to identification of these stimuli in isolation. However, in the present experiments we show that when a precursor sentence is processed by the same filter used to adjust spectral tilt in the target stimulus, listeners identify synthetic vowels on the basis of F(2) alone. Conversely, when the precursor sentence is processed by a single-pole filter with center frequency and bandwidth identical to that of the F(2) peak of the following vowel, listeners identify synthetic vowels on the basis of spectral tilt alone. These results show that listeners ignore spectral details that are unchanged in the acoustic context. Instead of identifying vowels on the basis of incorrect acoustic information, however (e.g., all vowels are heard as /i/ when second formant is perceptually ignored), listeners discriminate the vowel stimuli on the basis of the more informative spectral property.